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“We borrow with pride“: Cultural and structural 
capabilities for systematic cross-industry  
innovation

the fact that Henkel has successfully systematized 

Relevance of cross-industry innovation

distant domains in its innovation processes in 

as appealing approach for creating both radical 

be described by (1) the abstraction of a problem 

analogical solutions on an abstract level discovered 

Cross-industry innovation approaches are 

conceptualizations of absorptive capacity and 

radical innovations can strongly be enhanced via 

cross-industry innovation approaches (Dahl and 

Theoretical concept

In order to systematize cross-industry innovation 

antecedents need to be established. Apart from 

or prospective investments in its resource base 

appears if a company is prepared to take hazardous 
or rather risk-averse project decisions (Herzog and 

could even lead to missing great possibilities and 
pioneering trends in different markets (Calantone 

a certain degree of risk is regarded to positively 
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Analyzer and market-segment securing Defender 

structure comprises several aspects concerning 

market-segment securing Defender strongly 
controls its resources building on routinization and 

as the stated structural capabilities are hypothesized 

search and recognition in distant industries includes 

second variable regarding the reactivation and 

2006). 

organizational capabilities to have an effect on 

systematic opportunity search and recognition 

reactivation and recombination of distant 

if a particular level of systematization is actually 
accomplished.

Methodology and analysis

typical characteristics of an opportunity-seeking 

has achieved great success via its systematic 

for a single case study analysis. Although a single 

strove for a sounder understanding of the described 

as an expert regarding cross-industry innovation 

has systematized its cross-industry innovation 

statistical results via further in-depth information. 
 

Due to the fact that Bayesian estimation does not 

created Bayesian factor score estimates and 
factor score standard errors for all latent variables 

plausible values utility in order to calculate the 
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posterior mean for every latent variable (Asparouhov 

deeper insights into innovation cultural aspects and 
aspects regarding the management structure and 
internal innovation and communication processes. 
By combining the statistical and hermeneutic 

a mixed methods approach.

Statistical results

organizational antecedents of systematic cross-

intervals or central credibility intervals (CCI) 

achieve a 95% probability that the population value 

credible interval are either positive or negative.

come from distant industries. Henkel does not 
only utilize cross-industry solutions for its product 

established via insights from distant industries and 

brands. 

Figure 1: Bayesian structural equation modeling results
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solutions and stay competitive in the markets. 

on both the opportunity search and recognition in 

on the reactivation and recombination of distant 

effect. 

construct of the systematic opportunity search 
and recognition in distant industries (see Figure 

from competitors.

Antecedents in practice

successfully systematized the cross-industry 

a set of distant lead industries such as food and 

division employs a variety of technology scouts 

scouts continuously scan their focus industry 
independently from each other trying to discover 

not only the scouts to continuously scan distant 

a single employee or a group of employees is 

level of innovativeness and the expected market 
success. 

With respect to the mediating construct of the 

the opportunity search and recognition in distant 

Henkel. 

established a project- and task-related technology 

database the employees can continually add all 
forms of more or less distant problem solutions 
and process cycles for future innovation projects 
in order to be able to revert to it and reactivate it 

names are saved as contact persons for further 

the division Laundry and Home Care can access 

contains all information of the preceding innovation 

Due to the fact that both systems have differing 

highly valuable.

the cross-divisional and cross-departmental 

of different departments and business divisions 
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At a glance –   
Summary  

| „Borrow with pride“ is not just a yearly award at Henkel, but a philosophy which is lived by all  
employees throughout the company.

| The willingness to cannibalize and to take risk and the well-elaborated partnering concept are important 
antecedents of systematic cross-industry innovation at Henkel.

| The importance of a structured and systematic opportunity search in distant industries should not be 

 
 

all other employees.

participate in order to discuss and brainstorm on 

recombination is also fostered online. 

Implications

and a systematic cross-industry innovation 

industry innovation approach is an effective method 

innovation output. 

inciting a company to perform cross-industry 

or processes and if it is not prepared to accept a 

top management does not foster these processes 

a challenging approach to imitate (Enkel and 

performing cross-industry innovation make 
themselves stand out from competitors due to the 
fact that they solve problems differently and often 
produce more radical and pioneering solutions.
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